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Jhana Grove, 9-day retreat, 2022 

 

DN 9: With Poṭṭhapāda 

1. On the Wanderer Poṭṭhapāda 

So I have heard. At one time the Buddha was staying near Sāvatthī in Jeta’s Grove, Anāthapiṇḍika’s 

monastery. 

Now at that time the wanderer Poṭṭhapāda was residing together with three hundred wanderers in 

Mallikā’s single-halled monastery for group debates, set among the flaking pale-moon ebony 

trees. Then the Buddha robed up in the morning and, taking his bowl and robe, entered Sāvatthī for 

alms. 

Then it occurred to him, “It’s too early to wander for alms in Sāvatthī. Why don’t I go to Mallikā’s 

monastery to visit the wanderer Poṭṭhapāda?” So that’s what he did. 

Now at that time, Poṭṭhapāda was sitting together with a large assembly of wanderers making an 

uproar, a dreadful racket. They engaged in all kinds of unworthy talk, such as talk about kings, 

bandits, and ministers; talk about armies, threats, and wars; talk about food, drink, clothes, and 

beds; talk about garlands and fragrances; talk about family, vehicles, villages, towns, cities, and 

countries; talk about women and heroes; street talk and well talk; talk about the departed; motley 

talk; tales of land and sea; and talk about being reborn in this or that state of existence. 

Poṭṭhapāda saw the Buddha coming off in the distance, and hushed his own assembly, “Be quiet, 

good sirs, don’t make a sound. Here comes the ascetic Gotama. The venerable likes quiet and praises 

quiet. Hopefully if he sees that our assembly is quiet he’ll see fit to approach.” Then those wanderers 

fell silent. 

Then the Buddha approached Poṭṭhapāda, who said to him, “Come, Blessed One! Welcome, Blessed 

One! It’s been a long time since you took the opportunity to come here. Please, sir, sit down, this 

seat is ready.” 

The Buddha sat on the seat spread out, while Poṭṭhapāda took a low seat and sat to one side. The 

Buddha said to him, “Poṭṭhapāda, what were you sitting talking about just now? What conversation 

was unfinished?” 

1.1. On the Cessation of Perception 

When he said this, the wanderer Poṭṭhapāda said to the Buddha, “Sir, leave aside what we were 

sitting talking about just now. It won’t be hard for you to hear about that later. 

Sir, a few days ago several ascetics and brahmins who follow various other paths were sitting 

together at the debating hall, and this discussion came up among them: ‘How does the cessation of 

perception happen?’ 

Some of them said: ‘A person’s perceptions arise and cease without cause or reason. When they 

arise, you become percipient. When they cease, you become non-percipient.’ That’s how some 

describe the cessation of perception. 
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But someone else says: ‘That’s not how it is, gentlemen ! Perception is a person’s self, When it 

enters, you become percipient. When it departs, you become non-percipient.’ That’s how some 

describe the cessation of perception. 

But someone else says: ‘That’s not how it is, gentlemen ! There are ascetics and brahmins of great 

power and might. They insert and extract a person’s perception. When they insert it, you become 

percipient. When they extract it, you become non-percipient.’ That’s how some describe the 

cessation of perception. 

But someone else says: ‘That’s not how it is, gentlemen ! There are deities of great power and 

might. They insert and extract a person’s perception. When they insert it, you become 

percipient. When they extract it, you become non-percipient.’ That’s how some describe the 

cessation of perception. 

That reminded me of the Buddha: ‘Surely it must be the Blessed One, the Holy One who is so skilled 

in such matters.’ The Buddha is skilled and well-versed in the cessation of perception. How does the 

cessation of perception happen?” 

1.2. Perception Arises With a Cause 

“Regarding this, Poṭṭhapāda, those ascetics and brahmins who say that a person’s perceptions arise 

and cease without cause or reason are wrong from the start. Why is that? Because a person’s 

perceptions arise and cease with cause and reason. With training, certain perceptions arise and 

certain perceptions cease. 

And what is that training?” said the Buddha. 

“It’s when a Realized One arises in the world, perfected, a fully awakened Buddha, accomplished in 

knowledge and conduct, holy, knower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to train, 

teacher of gods and humans, awakened, blessed. He has realized with his own insight this world—

with its gods, Māras and Brahmās, this population with its ascetics and brahmins, gods and 

humans—and he makes it known to others. He teaches Dhamma that’s good in the beginning, good 

in the middle, and good in the end, meaningful and well-phrased. And he reveals a spiritual practice 

that’s entirely full and pure. 

A householder hears that teaching, or a householder’s child, or someone reborn in some clan. They 

gain faith in the Realized One, and reflect: ‘Living in a house is cramped and dirty, but the life of one 

gone forth is wide open. It’s not easy for someone living at home to lead the spiritual life utterly full 

and pure, like a polished shell. Why don’t I shave off my hair and beard, dress in ocher robes, and go 

forth from the lay life to homelessness?’ 

After some time they give up a large or small fortune, and a large or small family circle. They shave 

off hair and beard, dress in ocher robes, and go forth from the lay life to homelessness. 

Once they’ve gone forth, they live restrained in the monastic code, conducting themselves well and 

seeking alms in suitable places. Seeing danger in the slightest fault, they keep the rules they’ve 

undertaken. They act skillfully by body and speech. They’re purified in livelihood and accomplished 

in ethical conduct. They guard the sense doors, have mindfulness and situational awareness, and are 

content. 
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4.3.1. Ethics 

4.3.1.1. The Shorter Section on Ethics 

And how, great king, is a mendicant accomplished in ethics? It’s when a mendicant gives up killing 

living creatures, renouncing the rod and the sword. They’re scrupulous and kind, living full of 

compassion for all living beings. This pertains to their ethics. 

They give up stealing. They take only what’s given, and expect only what’s given. They keep 

themselves clean by not thieving. This pertains to their ethics. 

They give up unchastity. They are celibate, set apart, avoiding the common practice of sex. This 

pertains to their ethics. 

They give up lying. They speak the truth and stick to the truth. They’re honest and trustworthy, and 

don’t trick the world with their words. This pertains to their ethics. 

They give up divisive speech. They don’t repeat in one place what they heard in another so as to 

divide people against each other. Instead, they reconcile those who are divided, supporting unity, 

delighting in harmony, loving harmony, speaking words that promote harmony. This pertains to their 

ethics. 

They give up harsh speech. They speak in a way that’s mellow, pleasing to the ear, lovely, going to 

the heart, polite, likable and agreeable to the people. This pertains to their ethics. 

They give up talking nonsense. Their words are timely, true, and meaningful, in line with the 

teaching and training. They say things at the right time which are valuable, reasonable, succinct, and 

beneficial. This pertains to their ethics. 

They refrain from injuring plants and seeds. They eat in one part of the day, abstaining from eating 

at night and food at the wrong time. They avoid dancing, singing, music, and seeing shows. They 

refrain from beautifying and adorning themselves with garlands, fragrance, and makeup. They avoid 

high and luxurious beds. They avoid receiving gold and money, raw grains, raw meat, women and 

girls, male and female bondservants, goats and sheep, chickens and pigs, elephants, cows, horses, 

and mares, and fields and land. They refrain from running errands and messages; buying and 

selling; falsifying weights, metals, or measures; bribery, fraud, cheating, and duplicity; mutilation, 

murder, abduction, banditry, plunder, and violence. This pertains to their ethics. 

The shorter section on ethics is finished. 

4.3.1.2. The Middle Section on Ethics 

There are some ascetics and brahmins who, while enjoying food given in faith, still engage in injuring 

plants and seeds … still engage in storing up goods for their own use … still engage in seeing shows … 

still engage in gambling that causes negligence … still make use of high and luxurious bedding … still 

engage in beautifying and adorning themselves with garlands, fragrance, and makeup … still engage 

in unworthy talk … still engage in arguments … still engage in running errands and messages … This 

pertains to their ethics. 

There are some ascetics and brahmins who, while enjoying food given in faith, still engage in deceit, 

flattery, hinting, and belittling, and using material possessions to chase after other material 

possessions. They refrain from such deceit and flattery. This pertains to their ethics. 

The middle section on ethics is finished. 
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4.3.1.3. The Long Section on Ethics 

There are some ascetics and brahmins who, while enjoying food given in faith, still earn a living by 

unworthy branches of knowledge, by wrong livelihood. This includes such fields as divining … reading 

marks … making predictions … making arrangements for lay people … doing rites ... They refrain from 

such unworthy branches of knowledge, such wrong livelihood. This pertains to their ethics. 

A mendicant thus accomplished in ethics sees no danger in any quarter in regards to their ethical 

restraint. It’s like a king who has defeated his enemies. He sees no danger from his foes in any 

quarter. In the same way, a mendicant thus accomplished in ethics sees no danger in any quarter in 

regards to their ethical restraint. When they have this entire spectrum of noble ethics, they 

experience a blameless happiness inside themselves. That’s how a mendicant is accomplished in 

ethics. 

The longer section on ethics is finished. 

4.3.2. Immersion 

4.3.2.1. Sense Restraint 

And how does a mendicant guard the sense doors? When a noble disciple sees a sight with their 

eyes, they don’t get caught up in the features and details. If the faculty of sight were left 

unrestrained, bad unskillful qualities of desire and aversion would become overwhelming. For this 

reason, they practice restraint, protecting the faculty of sight, and achieving its restraint. When they 

hear a sound with their ears … When they smell an odor with their nose … When they taste a flavor 

with their tongue … When they feel a touch with their body … When they know a thought with their 

mind, they don’t get caught up in the features and details. If the faculty of mind were left 

unrestrained, bad unskillful qualities of desire and aversion would become overwhelming. For this 

reason, they practice restraint, protecting the faculty of mind, and achieving its restraint. When they 

have this noble sense restraint, they experience an unsullied bliss inside themselves. That’s how a 

mendicant guards the sense doors. 

4.3.2.2. Mindfulness and Situational Awareness 

And how does a mendicant have mindfulness and situational awareness? It’s when a mendicant acts 

with situational awareness when going out and coming back; when looking ahead and aside; when 

bending and extending the limbs; when bearing the outer robe, bowl and robes; when eating, 

drinking, chewing, and tasting; when urinating and defecating; when walking, standing, sitting, 

sleeping, waking, speaking, and keeping silent. That’s how a mendicant has mindfulness and 

situational awareness. 

4.3.2.3. Contentment 

And how is a mendicant content? It’s when a mendicant is content with robes to look after the body 

and almsfood to look after the belly. Wherever they go, they set out taking only these 

things. They’re like a bird: wherever it flies, wings are its only burden. In the same way, a mendicant 

is content with robes to look after the body and almsfood to look after the belly. Wherever they go, 

they set out taking only these things. That’s how a mendicant is content. 

4.3.2.4. Giving Up the Hindrances 

When they have this noble spectrum of ethics, this noble sense restraint, this noble mindfulness and 

situational awareness, and this noble contentment, they frequent a secluded lodging—a wilderness, 
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the root of a tree, a hill, a ravine, a mountain cave, a charnel ground, a forest, the open air, a heap of 

straw. After the meal, they return from almsround, sit down cross-legged with their body straight, 

and establish mindfulness right there. 

Giving up desire for the world, they meditate with a heart rid of desire, cleansing the mind of 

desire. Giving up ill will and malevolence, they meditate with a mind rid of ill will, full of compassion 

for all living beings, cleansing the mind of ill will. Giving up dullness and drowsiness, they meditate 

with a mind rid of dullness and drowsiness, perceiving light, mindful and aware, cleansing the mind 

of dullness and drowsiness. Giving up restlessness and remorse, they meditate without restlessness, 

their mind peaceful inside, cleansing the mind of restlessness and remorse. Giving up doubt, they 

meditate having gone beyond doubt, not undecided about skillful qualities, cleansing the mind of 

doubt. 

Suppose a man who has gotten into debt were to apply himself to work, and his efforts proved 

successful. He would pay off the original loan and have enough left over to support his 

partner. Thinking about this, he’d be filled with joy and happiness. 

Suppose there was a person who was sick, suffering, gravely ill. They’d lose their appetite and get 

physically weak. But after some time they’d recover from that illness, and regain their appetite and 

their strength. Thinking about this, they’d be filled with joy and happiness. 

Suppose a person was imprisoned in a jail. But after some time they were released from jail, safe 

and sound, with no loss of wealth. Thinking about this, they’d be filled with joy and happiness. 

Suppose a person was a bondservant. They belonged to someone else and were unable to go where 

they wish. But after some time they’d be freed from servitude and become their own master, an 

emancipated individual able to go where they wish. Thinking about this, they’d be filled with joy and 

happiness. 

Suppose there was a person with wealth and property who was traveling along a desert road, which 

was perilous, with nothing to eat. But after some time they crossed over the desert safely, arriving 

within a village, a sanctuary free of peril. Thinking about this, they’d be filled with joy and happiness. 

In the same way, as long as these five hindrances are not given up inside themselves, a mendicant 

regards them thus as a debt, a disease, a prison, slavery, and a desert crossing. 

But when these five hindrances are given up inside themselves, a mendicant regards this as freedom 

from debt, good health, release from prison, emancipation, and sanctuary. 

Seeing that the hindrances have been given up in them, joy springs up. Being joyful, rapture springs 

up. When the mind is full of rapture, the body becomes tranquil. When the body is tranquil, they 

feel bliss. And when blissful, the mind becomes immersed. Quite secluded from sensual pleasures, 

secluded from unskillful qualities, they enter and remain in the first absorption, which has the 

rapture and bliss born of seclusion, while placing the mind and keeping it connected. The sensual 

perception that they had previously ceases. At that time they have a subtle and true perception of 

the rapture and bliss born of seclusion. That’s how, with training, certain perceptions arise and 

certain perceptions cease. And this is that training,” said the Buddha. 

“Furthermore, as the placing of the mind and keeping it connected are stilled, a mendicant enters 

and remains in the second absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of immersion, with 

internal clarity and confidence, and unified mind, without placing the mind and keeping it 

connected. The subtle and true perception of the rapture and bliss born of seclusion that they had 
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previously ceases. At that time they have a subtle and true perception of the rapture and bliss born 

of immersion. That’s how, with training, certain perceptions arise and certain perceptions cease. And 

this is that training,” said the Buddha. 

“Furthermore, with the fading away of rapture, a mendicant enters and remains in the third 

absorption, where they meditate with equanimity, mindful and aware, personally experiencing the 

bliss of which the noble ones declare, ‘Equanimous and mindful, one meditates in bliss.’ The subtle 

and true perception of the rapture and bliss born of immersion that they had previously ceases. At 

that time they have a subtle and true perception of equanimous bliss. That’s how, with training, 

certain perceptions arise and certain perceptions cease. And this is that training,” said the Buddha. 

“Furthermore, giving up pleasure and pain, and ending former happiness and sadness, a mendicant 

enters and remains in the fourth absorption, without pleasure or pain, with pure equanimity and 

mindfulness. The subtle and true perception of equanimous bliss that they had previously ceases. At 

that time they have a subtle and true perception of neutral feeling. That’s how, with training, certain 

perceptions arise and certain perceptions cease. And this is that training,” said the Buddha. 

“Furthermore, a mendicant, going totally beyond perceptions of form, with the ending of 

perceptions of impingement, not focusing on perceptions of diversity, aware that ‘space is infinite’, 

enters and remains in the dimension of infinite space. The perception of luminous form that they 

had previously ceases. At that time they have a subtle and true perception of the dimension of 

infinite space. That’s how, with training, certain perceptions arise and certain perceptions 

cease. And this is that training,” said the Buddha. 

“Furthermore, a mendicant, going totally beyond the dimension of infinite space, aware that 

‘consciousness is infinite’, enters and remains in the dimension of infinite consciousness. The subtle 

and true perception of the dimension of infinite space that they had previously ceases. At that time 

they have a subtle and true perception of the dimension of infinite consciousness. That’s how, with 

training, certain perceptions arise and certain perceptions cease. And this is that training,” said the 

Buddha. 

“Furthermore, a mendicant, going totally beyond the dimension of infinite consciousness, aware 

that ‘there is nothing at all’, enters and remains in the dimension of nothingness. The subtle and true 

perception of the dimension of infinite consciousness that they had previously ceases. At that time 

they have a subtle and true perception of the dimension of nothingness. That’s how, with training, 

certain perceptions arise and certain perceptions cease. And this is that training,” said the Buddha. 

“Poṭṭhapāda, from the time a mendicant here takes responsibility for their own perception, they 

proceed from one stage to the next, gradually reaching the peak of perception. Standing on the peak 

of perception they think, ‘Intentionality is bad for me, it’s better to be free of it. For if I were to 

intend and choose, these perceptions would cease in me, and other coarser perceptions would 

arise. Why don’t I neither make a choice nor form an intention?’ They neither make a choice nor 

form an intention. Those perceptions cease in them, and other coarser perceptions don’t arise. They 

touch cessation. And that, Poṭṭhapāda, is how the gradual cessation of perception is attained with 

awareness. 

What do you think, Poṭṭhapāda? Have you ever heard of this before?” 

“No, sir. This is how I understand what the Buddha said: ‘From the time a mendicant here takes 

responsibility for their own perception, they proceed from one stage to the next, gradually reaching 

the peak of perception. Standing on the peak of perception they think, “Intentionality is bad for me, 
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it’s better to be free of it. For if I were to intend and choose, these perceptions would cease in me, 

and other coarser perceptions would arise. Why don’t I neither make a choice nor form an 

intention?” Those perceptions cease in them, and other coarser perceptions don’t arise. They touch 

cessation. And that is how the gradual cessation of perception is attained with awareness.’” 

“That’s right, Poṭṭhapāda.” 

“Does the Buddha describe just one peak of perception, or many?” 

“I describe the peak of perception as both one and many.” 

“But sir, how do you describe it as one peak and as many?” 

“I describe the peak of perception according to the specific manner in which one touches 

cessation. That’s how I describe the peak of perception as both one and many.” 

“But sir, does perception arise first and knowledge afterwards? Or does knowledge arise first and 

perception afterwards? Or do they both arise at the same time?” 

“Perception arises first and knowledge afterwards. The arising of perception leads to the arising of 

knowledge. They understand, ‘My knowledge arose from a specific condition.’ That is a way to 

understand how perception arises first and knowledge afterwards; that the arising of perception 

leads to the arising of knowledge.” 

1.3. Perception and the Self 

“Sir, is perception a person’s self, or are perception and self different things?” 

“But Poṭṭhapāda, do you believe in a self?” 

“I believe in a substantial self, sir, which is physical, made up of the four primary elements, and 

consumes solid food.” 

“Suppose there were such a substantial self, Poṭṭhapāda. In that case, perception would be one 

thing, the self another. Here is another way to understand how perception and self are different 

things. So long as that substantial self remains, still some perceptions arise in a person and others 

cease. That is a way to understand how perception and self are different things.” 

“Sir, I believe in a mind-made self which is complete in all its various parts, not deficient in any 

faculty.” 

“Suppose there were such a mind-made self, Poṭṭhapāda. In that case, perception would be one 

thing, the self another. Here is another way to understand how perception and self are different 

things. So long as that mind-made self remains, still some perceptions arise in a person and others 

cease. That too is a way to understand how perception and self are different things.” 

“Sir, I believe in a non-physical self which is made of perception.” 

“Suppose there were such a non-physical self, Poṭṭhapāda. In that case, perception would be one 

thing, the self another. Here is another way to understand how perception and self are different 

things. So long as that non-physical self remains, still some perceptions arise in a person and others 

cease. That too is a way to understand how perception and self are different things.” 

“But, sir, am I able to know whether perception is a person’s self, or whether perception and self are 

different things?” 
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“It’s hard for you to understand this, since you have a different view, creed, preference, practice, 

and tradition.” 

“Well, if that’s the case, sir, then is this right: ‘The cosmos is eternal. This is the only truth, anything 

else is wrong’?” 

“This has not been declared by me, Poṭṭhapāda.” 

“Then is this right: ‘The cosmos is not eternal. This is the only truth, anything else is wrong’?” 

“This too has not been declared by me.” 

“Then is this right: ‘The cosmos is finite …’ … ‘The cosmos is infinite …’ … ‘The soul and the body are 

the same thing …’ … ‘The soul and the body are different things …’ … ‘A Realized One exists after 

death …’ … ‘A Realized One doesn’t exist after death …’ … ‘A Realized One both exists and doesn’t 

exist after death …’ … ‘A Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death. This is the only 

truth, anything else is wrong’?” 

“This too has not been declared by me.” 

“Why haven’t these things been declared by the Buddha?” 

“Because they’re not beneficial or relevant to the fundamentals of the spiritual life. They don’t lead 

to disillusionment, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and extinguishment. That’s why 

I haven’t declared them.” 

“Then what has been declared by the Buddha?” 

“I have declared this: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the origin of suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation of 

suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering’.” 

“Why have these things been declared by the Buddha?” 

“Because they are beneficial and relevant to the fundamentals of the spiritual life. They lead to 

disillusionment, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and extinguishment. That’s why I 

have declared them.” 

“That’s so true, Blessed One! That’s so true, Holy One! Please, sir, go at your convenience.” Then the 

Buddha got up from his seat and left. 

Soon after the Buddha left, those wanderers gave Poṭṭhapāda a comprehensive tongue-lashing, “No 

matter what the ascetic Gotama says, Poṭṭhapāda agrees with him: ‘That’s so true, Blessed One! 

That’s so true, Holy One!’ We understand that the ascetic Gotama didn’t make any definitive 

statement at all regarding whether the cosmos is eternal and so on.” 

When they said this, Poṭṭhapāda said to them, “I too understand that the ascetic Gotama didn’t 

make any definitive statement at all regarding whether the cosmos is eternal and so 

on. Nevertheless, the practice that he describes is true, real, and accurate. It is the regularity of 

natural principles, the invariance of natural principles. So how could a sensible person such as I not 

agree that what was well spoken by the ascetic Gotama was in fact well spoken?” 

2. On Citta Hatthisāriputta 

Then after two or three days had passed, Citta Hatthisāriputta and Poṭṭhapāda went to see the 

Buddha. Citta Hatthisāriputta bowed and sat down to one side. But the wanderer Poṭṭhapāda 
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exchanged greetings with the Buddha, and when the greetings and polite conversation were over, 

he sat down to one side. Poṭṭhapāda told the Buddha what had happened after he left. The Buddha 

said: 

“All those wanderers, Poṭṭhapāda, are blind and sightless. You are the only one who sees. For I have 

taught and pointed out both things that are definitive and things that are not definitive. 

And what things have I taught and pointed out that are not definitive? ‘The cosmos is eternal’ … ‘The 

cosmos is not eternal’ … ‘The cosmos is finite’ … ‘The cosmos is infinite’ … ‘The soul is the same thing 

as the body’ … ‘The soul and the body are different things’ … ‘A Realized One exists after death’ … ‘A 

Realized One doesn’t exist after death’ … ‘A Realized One both exists and doesn’t exist after death’ 

… ‘A Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death.’ 

And why haven’t I taught and pointed out such things that are not definitive? Because those things 

aren’t beneficial or relevant to the fundamentals of the spiritual life. They don’t lead to 

disillusionment, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and extinguishment. That’s why I 

haven’t taught and pointed them out. 

2.1. Things That Are Definitive 

And what things have I taught and pointed out that are definitive? ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the 

origin of suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the 

cessation of suffering’.” 

And why have I taught and pointed out such things that are definitive? Because they are beneficial 

and relevant to the fundamentals of the spiritual life. They lead to disillusionment, dispassion, 

cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and extinguishment. That’s why I have taught and pointed 

them out. 

There are some ascetics and brahmins who have this doctrine and view: ‘The self is exclusively happy 

and is well after death.’ I go up to them and say, ‘Is it really true that this is the venerables’ 

view?’ And they answer, ‘Yes’. I say to them, ‘But do you meditate knowing and seeing an exclusively 

happy world?’ Asked this, they say, ‘No.’ 

I say to them, ‘But have you perceived an exclusively happy self for a single day or night, or even half 

a day or night?’ Asked this, they say, ‘No.’ 

I say to them, ‘But do you know a path and a practice to realize an exclusively happy world?’ Asked 

this, they say, ‘No.’ 

I say to them, ‘But have you ever heard the voice of the deities reborn in an exclusively happy world 

saying, “Practice well, dear sirs, practice directly so as to realize an exclusively happy world. For this 

is how we practiced, and we were reborn in an exclusively happy world”?’ Asked this, they say, ‘No.’ 

What do you think, Poṭṭhapāda? This being so, doesn’t what they say turn out to have no 

demonstrable basis?” 

“Clearly that’s the case, sir.” 

“Suppose, Poṭṭhapāda, a man were to say: ‘Whoever the finest lady in the land is, it is her that I 

want, her that I desire!’ They’d say to him, ‘Mister, that finest lady in the land who you desire—do 

you know whether she’s an aristocrat, a brahmin, a merchant, or a worker?’ Asked this, he’d say, 

‘No.’ They’d say to him, ‘Mister, that finest lady in the land who you desire—do you know her name 

or clan? Whether she’s tall or short or medium? Whether her skin is black, brown, or tawny? What 
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village, town, or city she comes from?’ Asked this, he’d say, ‘No.’ They’d say to him, ‘Mister, do you 

desire someone who you’ve never even known or seen?’ Asked this, he’d say, ‘Yes.’ 

What do you think, Poṭṭhapāda? This being so, doesn’t that man’s statement turn out to have no 

demonstrable basis?” 

“Clearly that’s the case, sir.” 

“In the same way, the ascetics and brahmins who have those various doctrines and views … 

Doesn’t what they say turn out to have no demonstrable basis?” 

“Clearly that’s the case, sir.” 

“Suppose a man was to build a ladder at the crossroads for climbing up to a stilt longhouse. They’d 

say to him, ‘Mister, that stilt longhouse that you’re building a ladder for—do you know whether it’s 

to the north, south, east, or west? Or whether it’s tall or short or medium?’ Asked this, he’d say, 

‘No.’ They’d say to him, ‘Mister, are you building a ladder for a longhouse that you’ve never even 

known or seen?’ Asked this, he’d say, ‘Yes.’ 

What do you think, Poṭṭhapāda? This being so, doesn’t that man’s statement turn out to have no 

demonstrable basis?” 

“Clearly that’s the case, sir.” 

“In the same way, the ascetics and brahmins who have those various doctrines and views … 

Doesn’t what they say turn out to have no demonstrable basis?” 

“Clearly that’s the case, sir.” 

2.2. Three Kinds of Reincarnation 

“Poṭṭhapāda, there are these three kinds of reincarnation: a substantial reincarnation, a mind-made 

reincarnation, and a non-physical reincarnation. And what is a substantial reincarnation? It is 

physical, made up of the four primary elements, and consumes solid food. What is a mind-made 

reincarnation? It is physical, mind-made, complete in all its various parts, not deficient in any 

faculty. What is a non-physical reincarnation? It is non-physical, made of perception. 

I teach the Dhamma for the giving up of these three kinds of reincarnation: ‘When you practice 

accordingly, corrupting qualities will be given up in you and cleansing qualities will grow. You’ll enter 

and remain in the fullness and abundance of wisdom, having realized it with your own insight in this 

very life.’ Poṭṭhapāda, you might think: ‘Corrupting qualities will be given up and cleansing qualities 

will grow. One will enter and remain in the fullness and abundance of wisdom, having realized it with 

one’s own insight in this very life. But such a life is suffering.’ But you should not see it like 

this. Corrupting qualities will be given up and cleansing qualities will grow. One will enter and remain 

in the fullness and abundance of wisdom, having realized it with one’s own insight in this very life. 

And there will be only joy and happiness, tranquility, mindfulness and awareness. Such a life is 

blissful. 

If others should ask us, ‘But reverends, what is that substantial reincarnation?’ We’d answer like 

this, ‘This is that substantial reincarnation.’ 

If others should ask us, ‘But reverends, what is that mind-made reincarnation?’ We’d answer like 

this, ‘This is that mind-made reincarnation.’ 
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If others should ask us, ‘But reverends, what is that non-physical reincarnation?’ We’d answer like 

this, ‘This is that non-physical reincarnation.’ 

What do you think, Poṭṭhapāda? This being so, doesn’t that statement turn out to have a 

demonstrable basis?” 

“Clearly that’s the case, sir.” 

“Suppose a man were to build a ladder for climbing up to a stilt longhouse right underneath that 

longhouse. They’d say to him, ‘Mister, that stilt longhouse that you’re building a ladder for—do you 

know whether it’s to the north, south, east, or west? Or whether it’s tall or short or medium?’ He’d 

say, ‘This is that stilt longhouse for which I’m building a ladder, right underneath it.’ 

What do you think, Poṭṭhapāda? This being so, doesn’t that man’s statement turn out to have a 

demonstrable basis?” 

“Clearly that’s the case, sir.” 

When the Buddha had spoken, Citta Hatthisāriputta said, “Sir, while in a substantial reincarnation, 

are the mind-made and non-physical reincarnations fictitious, and only the substantial reincarnation 

real? While in a mind-made reincarnation, are the substantial and non-physical reincarnations 

fictitious, and only the mind-made reincarnation real? While in a non-physical reincarnation, are the 

substantial and mind-made reincarnations fictitious, and only the non-physical reincarnation real?” 

“While in a substantial reincarnation, it’s not referred to as a mind-made or non-physical 

reincarnation, only as a substantial reincarnation. While in a mind-made reincarnation, it’s not 

referred to as a substantial or non-physical reincarnation, only as a mind-made reincarnation. While 

in a non-physical reincarnation, it’s not referred to as a substantial or mind-made reincarnation, only 

as a non-physical reincarnation. 

Citta, suppose they were to ask you, ‘Did you exist in the past? Will you exist in the future? Do you 

exist now?’ How would you answer?” 

“Sir, if they were to ask me this, I’d answer like this, ‘I existed in the past. I will exist in the future. I 

exist now.’ That’s how I’d answer.” 

“But Citta, suppose they were to ask you, ‘Is the reincarnation you had in the past your only real one, 

and those of the future and present fictitious? Is the reincarnation you will have in the future your 

only real one, and those of the past and present fictitious? Is the reincarnation you have now your 

only real one, and those of the past and future fictitious?’ How would you answer?” 

“Sir, if they were to ask me this, I’d answer like this, ‘The reincarnation I had in the past was real at 

that time, and those of the future and present fictitious. The reincarnation I will have in the future 

will be real at the time, and those of the past and present fictitious. The reincarnation I have now is 

real at this time, and those of the past and future fictitious.’ That’s how I’d answer.” 

“In the same way, while in any one of the three reincarnations, it’s not referred to as the other two, 

only under its own name. 

From a cow comes milk, from milk comes curds, from curds come butter, from butter comes ghee, 

and from ghee comes cream of ghee. And the cream of ghee is said to be the best of these. While it’s 

milk, it’s not referred to as curds, butter, ghee, or cream of ghee. It’s only referred to as milk. While 

it’s curd or butter or ghee or cream of ghee, it’s not referred to as anything else, only under its own 

name. In the same way, while in any one of the three reincarnations, it’s not referred to as the other 
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two, only under its own name. These are the world’s usages, terms, expressions, and descriptions, 

which the Realized One uses without misapprehending them.” 

When he had spoken, the wanderer Poṭṭhapāda said to the Buddha, “Excellent, sir! Excellent! As if 

he were righting the overturned, or revealing the hidden, or pointing out the path to the lost, or 

lighting a lamp in the dark so people with good eyes can see what’s there, so too the Buddha has 

made the teaching clear in many ways. I go for refuge to the Buddha, to the teaching, and to the 

mendicant Saṅgha. From this day forth, may the Buddha remember me as a lay follower who has 

gone for refuge for life.” 

2.3. The Ordination of Citta Hatthisāriputta 

But Citta Hatthisāriputta said to the Buddha, “Excellent, sir! Excellent! As if he were righting the 

overturned, or revealing the hidden, or pointing out the path to the lost, or lighting a lamp in the 

dark so people with good eyes can see what’s there, so too the Buddha has made the teaching clear 

in many ways. I go for refuge to the Buddha, to the teaching, and to the mendicant Saṅgha. Sir, may I 

receive the going forth, the ordination in the Buddha’s presence?” 

And Citta Hatthisāriputta received the going forth, the ordination in the Buddha’s presence. Not long 

after his ordination, Venerable Citta Hatthisāriputta, living alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and 

resolute, soon realized the supreme end of the spiritual path in this very life. He lived having 

achieved with his own insight the goal for which gentlemen rightly go forth from the lay life to 

homelessness. He understood: “Rebirth is ended; the spiritual journey has been completed; what 

had to be done has been done; there is no return to any state of existence.” And Venerable Citta 

Hatthisāriputta became one of the perfected. 

 

Snp 4.1: Sensual Pleasures 

If a mortal desires sensual pleasure 

and their desire succeeds, 

they definitely become elated, 

having got what they want. 

But for that person in the throes of pleasure, 

aroused by desire, 

if those pleasures fade, 

it hurts like an arrow’s strike. 

One who, being mindful, 

avoids sensual pleasures 

like side-stepping a snake’s head, 

transcends attachment to the world. 

There are many objects of sensual desire: 

fields, lands, and gold; cattle and horses; 

slaves and servants; women and relatives. 

When a man lusts over these, 

the weak overpower him 

and adversities crush him. 
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Suffering follows him 

like water in a leaky boat. 

That’s why a person, ever mindful, 

should avoid sensual pleasures. 

Give them up and cross the flood, 

as a bailed-out boat reaches the far shore. 

 

Snp 4.6: Old Age 

Short, alas, is this life; 

you die before a hundred years. 

Even if you live a little longer, 

you still die of old age. 

People grieve over belongings, 

yet there is no such thing as permanent possessions. 

Separation is a fact of life; when you see this, 

you wouldn’t stay living at home. 

Whatever a person thinks of as belonging to them, 

that too is given up when they die. 

Knowing this, an astute follower of mine 

would not be interested in ownership. 

Just as, upon waking up, a person does not see 

what they encountered in a dream; 

so too you do not see your loved ones 

when they are dead and gone. 

You used to see and hear those folk, 

and call them by their name. 

Yet the name is all that’s left to tell 

of a person when they’re gone. 

Those who are greedy for belongings 

don’t give up sorrow, lamentation, and stinginess. 

That’s why the sages, seers of safety,  

left possessions behind and wandered. 

For a mendicant who lives withdrawn, 

sitting in secluded places, 

they say it’s fitting 

to not show themselves in a house. 

The sage is independent everywhere, 

they don’t have likes or dislikes. 

Lamentation and stinginess 

slip off them like water from a leaf. 
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Like a droplet slips from a lotus-leaf, 

like water from a lotus flower; 

the sage doesn’t cling to that 

which is seen or heard or thought. 

For the one who is cleansed does not conceive 

in terms of things seen, heard, or thought. 

They do not wish to be purified by another; 

they’re acting neither for passion or for dispassion. 

 

MN 54: With Potaliya the Wanderer 

So I have heard. At one time the Buddha was staying in the land of the Northern Āpaṇas, near the 

town of theirs named Āpaṇa. 

Then the Buddha robed up in the morning and, taking his bowl and robe, entered Āpaṇa for alms. He 

wandered for alms in Āpaṇa. After the meal, on his return from alms-round, he went to a certain 

forest grove for the day’s meditation. Having plunged deep into it, he sat at the root of a certain tree 

for the day’s meditation. 

Potaliya the householder also approached that forest grove while going for a walk. He was well 

dressed in a cloak and sarong, with parasol and sandals. Having plunged deep into it, he went up to 

the Buddha, and exchanged greetings with him. When the greetings and polite conversation were 

over, he stood to one side, and the Buddha said to him, “There are seats, householder. Please sit if 

you wish.” … 

“Householder, suppose a dog weak with hunger was hanging around a butcher’s shop. Then a deft 

butcher or their apprentice would toss them a skeleton scraped clean of flesh and smeared in 

blood. What do you think, householder? Gnawing on such a fleshless skeleton, would that dog still 

get rid of its hunger?” 

“No, sir. Why not? Because that skeleton is scraped clean of flesh and smeared in blood. That dog 

will eventually get weary and frustrated.” 

“In the same way, a noble disciple reflects: ‘With the simile of a skeleton the Buddha said that 

sensual pleasures give little gratification and much suffering and distress, and they are all the more 

full of drawbacks.’ Having truly seen this with right understanding, they reject equanimity based on 

diversity and develop only the equanimity based on unity, where all kinds of grasping to the world’s 

material delights cease without anything left over. 

Suppose a vulture or a crow or a hawk was to grab a lump of meat and fly away. Other vultures, 

crows, and hawks would keep chasing it, pecking and clawing. What do you think, householder? If 

that vulture, crow, or hawk doesn’t quickly let go of that lump of meat, wouldn’t that result in death 

or deadly suffering for them?” 

“Yes, sir.” … 

“Suppose a person carrying a blazing grass torch was to walk against the wind. What do you think, 

householder? If that person doesn’t quickly let go of that blazing grass torch, wouldn’t they burn 

their hands or arm or other limb, resulting in death or deadly suffering for them?” 
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“Yes, sir.” … 

“Suppose there was a pit of glowing coals deeper than a man’s height, full of glowing coals that 

neither flamed nor smoked. Then a person would come along who wants to live and doesn’t want to 

die, who wants to be happy and recoils from pain. Then two strong men would grab them by the 

arms and drag them towards the pit of glowing coals. What do you think, householder? Wouldn’t 

that person writhe and struggle to and fro?” 

“Yes, sir. Why is that? For that person knows: ‘If I fall in that pit of glowing coals, that’d result in my 

death or deadly pain.’” … 

“Suppose a person was to see delightful parks, woods, meadows, and lotus ponds in a dream. But 

when they woke they couldn’t see them at all. … 

Suppose a man had borrowed some goods—a gentleman’s carriage and fine jewelled earrings—and 

preceded and surrounded by these he proceeded through the middle of Āpaṇa. When people saw 

him they’d say: ‘This must be a wealthy man! For that’s how the wealthy enjoy their wealth.’ But 

when the owners saw him, they’d take back what was theirs. What do you think? Would that be 

enough for that man to get upset?” 

“Yes, sir. Why is that? Because the owners took back what was theirs.” … 

“Suppose there was a dark forest grove not far from a town or village. And there was a tree laden 

with fruit, yet none of the fruit had fallen to the ground. And along came a person in need of fruit, 

wandering in search of fruit. Having plunged deep into that forest grove, they’d see that tree laden 

with fruit. They’d think: ‘That tree is laden with fruit, yet none of the fruit has fallen to the 

ground. But I know how to climb a tree. Why don’t I climb the tree, eat as much as I like, then fill my 

pouch?’ And that’s what they’d do. And along would come a second person in need of fruit, 

wandering in search of fruit, carrying a sharp axe. Having plunged deep into that forest grove, they’d 

see that tree laden with fruit. They’d think: ‘That tree is laden with fruit, yet none of the fruit has 

fallen to the ground. But I don’t know how to climb a tree. Why don’t I chop this tree down at the 

root, eat as much as I like, then fill my pouch?’ And so they’d chop the tree down at the root. What 

do you think, householder? If the first person, who climbed the tree, doesn’t quickly come down, 

when that tree fell wouldn’t they break their hand or arm or other limb, resulting in death or deadly 

suffering for them?” 

“Yes, sir.” 

“In the same way, a noble disciple reflects: ‘With the simile of the fruit tree the Buddha said that 

sensual pleasures give little gratification and much suffering and distress, and they are all the more 

full of drawbacks.’ Having truly seen this with right understanding, they reject equanimity based on 

diversity and develop only the equanimity based on unity, where all kinds of grasping to the world’s 

material delights cease without anything left over. 

 

Snp 4.15: Taking Up Arms 

Peril stems from those who take up arms— 

just look at people in conflict! 

I shall extol how I came to be 

stirred with a sense of urgency. 
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I saw this population flounder, 

like a fish in a little puddle. 

Seeing them fight each other, 

fear came upon me. 

The world around was hollow, 

all directions were in turmoil. 

Wanting a home for myself, 

I saw nowhere unsettled. 

But even in their settlement they fight— 

seeing that, I grew uneasy. 

Then I saw a dart there, 

so hard to see, stuck in the heart. 

When struck by that dart, 

you run about in all directions. 

But when that same dart has been plucked out, 

you neither run about nor sink down. 

(On that topic, the trainings are recited.) 

Whatever attachments there are in the world, 

don’t pursue them. 

Having pierced through sensual pleasures in every way, 

train yourself for quenching. 

Be truthful, not rude, 

free of deceit, and rid of slander; 

without anger, a sage would cross over 

the evils of greed and avarice. 

Prevail over sleepiness, sloth, and drowsiness, 

don’t abide in negligence, 

A person intent on quenching 

would not stand for arrogance. 

Don’t be led into lying, 

or get caught up in fondness for form. 

Completely understand conceit, 

and desist from hasty conduct. 

Don’t relish the old, 

or welcome the new. 

Don’t grieve for what is running out, 

or get attached to things that pull you in. 

Greed, I say, is the great flood, 

and longing is the current— 

the basis, the compulsion, 

the swamp of sensuality so hard to get past. 
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The sage never strays from the truth; 

the brahman stands firm on the shore. 

Having given up everything, 

they are said to be at peace. 

They have truly known, they’re a knowledge master, 

understanding the teaching, they are independent. 

They rightly proceed in the world, 

not coveting anything here. 

One who has crossed over sensuality here, 

the snare in the world so hard to get past, 

grieves not, nor hopes; 

they’ve cut the strings, they’re no longer bound. 

What came before, let wither away, 

and after, let there be nothing. 

If you don’t grasp at the middle, 

you will live at peace. 

One who has no sense of ownership 

in the whole realm of name and form, 

does not grieve for that which is not, 

they suffer no loss in the world. 

If you don’t think of anything 

as belonging to yourself or others, 

not finding anything to be ‘mine’, 

you won’t grieve, thinking ‘I don’t have it’. 

Not bitter, not fawning, 

unstirred, everywhere even; 

when asked about one who is unshakable, 

I declare that that is the benefit. 

For the unstirred who understand, 

there’s no performance of deeds. 

Desisting from instigation, 

they see sanctuary everywhere. 

A sage doesn’t speak of themselves as being 

among superiors, inferiors, or equals. 

Peaceful, rid of stinginess, 

they neither take nor reject. 

 

Snp 4.3: Eight on Malice 

Some speak with malicious intent,  

while others speak set on truth. 

When disputes come up a sage does not get involved, 

which is why they’ve no barrenness at all. 
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How can you transcend your own view 

when you’re led by preference, dogmatic in belief?  

Inventing your own undertakings,  

you’d speak according to your notion.  

Some, unasked, tell others 

of their own precepts and vows. 

They have an ignoble nature, say the experts, 

since they speak about themselves of their own accord. 

A mendicant, peaceful, quenched, 

never boasts “thus am I” of their precepts. 

They have a noble nature, say the experts, 

not proud of anything in the world. 

For one who formulates and creates teachings, 

and promotes them despite their defects, 

if they see an advantage for themselves, 

they become dependent on that, relying on unstable peace. 

It’s not easy to get over dogmatic views 

adopted after judging among the teachings. 

That’s why, among all these dogmas, a person 

rejects one teaching and takes up another. 

The cleansed one has no formulated view 

at all in the world about the different realms. 

Having given up illusion and conceit, 

by what path would they go? They are not involved. 

For one who is involved gets embroiled in disputes about teachings— 

but how to dispute with the uninvolved? About what? 

For picking up and putting down is not what they do;  

they have shaken off all views in this very life. 

 

AN 2.12: Two powers 

“There are, mendicants, these two powers. What two? The power of reflection and the power of 

development. And what, mendicants, is the power of reflection? It’s when someone reflects: ‘Bad 

conduct of body, speech, or mind has a bad, painful result in both this life and the next.’ Reflecting 

like this, they give up bad conduct by way of body, speech, and mind, and develop good conduct by 

way of body, speech, and mind, keeping themselves pure. This is called the power of reflection. 

And what, mendicants, is the power of development? It’s when a mendicant develops the 

awakening factors of mindfulness, investigation of 

principles, energy, rapture, tranquillity, immersion, and equanimity, which rely on seclusion, fading 

away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. This is called the power of development. These are the 

two powers.” 
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MN 19: Two Kinds of Thought 

So I have heard. At one time the Buddha was staying near Sāvatthī in Jeta’s Grove, Anāthapiṇḍika’s 

monastery. There the Buddha addressed the mendicants, “Mendicants!” 

“Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this: 

“Mendicants, before my awakening—when I was still unawakened but intent on awakening—I 

thought: ‘Why don’t I meditate by continually dividing my thoughts into two classes?’ So I assigned 

sensual, malicious, and ruthless thoughts to one class. And I assigned thoughts of renunciation, good 

will, and harmlessness to the second class. 

Then, as I meditated—diligent, keen, and resolute—a sensual thought arose. I understood: ‘This 

sensual thought has arisen in me. It leads to hurting myself, hurting others, and hurting both. It 

blocks wisdom, it’s on the side of anguish, and it doesn’t lead to extinguishment.’ When I reflected 

that it leads to hurting myself, it went away. When I reflected that it leads to hurting others, it went 

away. When I reflected that it leads to hurting both, it went away. When I reflected that it blocks 

wisdom, it’s on the side of anguish, and it doesn’t lead to extinguishment, it went away. So I gave up, 

got rid of, and eliminated any sensual thoughts that arose. 

Then, as I meditated—diligent, keen, and resolute—a malicious thought arose … a ruthless thought 

arose. I understood: ‘This inconsiderate thought has arisen in me. It leads to hurting myself, hurting 

others, and hurting both. It blocks wisdom, it’s on the side of anguish, and it doesn’t lead to 

extinguishment.’ When I reflected that it leads to hurting myself … hurting others … hurting both, it 

went away. When I reflected that it blocks wisdom, it’s on the side of anguish, and it doesn’t lead to 

extinguishment, it went away. So I gave up, got rid of, and eliminated any ruthless thoughts that 

arose. 

Whatever a mendicant frequently thinks about and considers becomes their heart’s inclination. If 

they often think about and consider sensual thoughts, they’ve given up the thought of renunciation 

to cultivate sensual thoughts. Their mind inclines to sensual thoughts. If they often think about and 

consider malicious thoughts … their mind inclines to malicious thoughts. If they often think about 

and consider ruthless thoughts … their mind inclines to ruthless thoughts. 

Suppose it’s the last month of the rainy season, when the crops grow closely together, and a 

cowherd must take care of the cattle. He’d tap and poke them with his staff on this side and that to 

keep them in check. Why is that? For he sees that if they wander into the crops he could be 

executed, imprisoned, fined, or condemned. 

In the same way, I saw that unskilful qualities have the drawbacks of sordidness and corruption, and 

that skilful qualities have the benefit and cleansing power of renunciation. 

Then, as I meditated—diligent, keen, and resolute—a thought of renunciation arose. I 

understood: ‘This thought of renunciation has arisen in me. It doesn’t lead to hurting myself, hurting 

others, or hurting both. It nourishes wisdom, it’s on the side of freedom from anguish, and it leads to 

extinguishment.’ If I were to keep on thinking and considering this all night … all day … all night and 

day, I see no danger that would come from that. Still, thinking and considering for too long would 

tire my body. And when the body is tired, the mind is stressed. And when the mind is stressed, it’s 

far from immersion. So I stilled, settled, unified, and immersed my mind internally. Why is that? So 

that my mind would not be stressed. 
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Then, as I meditated—diligent, keen, and resolute—a thought of good will arose … a thought of 

harmlessness arose. I understood: ‘This thought of harmlessness has arisen in me. It doesn’t lead to 

hurting myself, hurting others, or hurting both. It nourishes wisdom, it’s on the side of freedom from 

anguish, and it leads to extinguishment.’ If I were to keep on thinking and considering this all night 

… all day … all night and day, I see no danger that would come from that. Still, thinking and 

considering for too long would tire my body. And when the body is tired, the mind is stressed. And 

when the mind is stressed, it’s far from immersion. So I stilled, settled, unified, and immersed my 

mind internally. Why is that? So that my mind would not be stressed. 

Whatever a mendicant frequently thinks about and considers becomes their heart’s inclination. If 

they often think about and consider thoughts of renunciation, they’ve given up sensual thought to 

cultivate the thought of renunciation. Their mind inclines to thoughts of renunciation. If they often 

think about and consider thoughts of good will … their mind inclines to thoughts of good will. If they 

often think about and consider thoughts of harmlessness … their mind inclines to thoughts of 

harmlessness. 

Suppose it’s the last month of summer, when all the crops have been gathered into the 

neighbourhood of a village, and a cowherd must take care of the cattle. While at the root of a tree or 

in the open he need only be mindful that the cattle are there. In the same way I needed only to be 

mindful that those things were there. 

My energy was roused up and unflagging, my mindfulness was established and lucid, my body was 

tranquil and undisturbed, and my mind was stilled. 

Quite secluded from sensual pleasures, secluded from unskilful qualities, I entered and remained in 

the first absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of seclusion, while placing the mind and 

keeping it connected. 

… 

Suppose that in a forested wilderness there was an expanse of low-lying marshes, and a large herd 

of deer lived nearby. Then along comes a person who wants to harm, injure, and threaten 

them. They close off the safe, secure path that leads to happiness, and open the wrong path. There 

they plant domesticated male and female deer as decoys so that, in due course, that herd of deer 

would fall to ruin and disaster. Then along comes a person who wants to help keep the herd of deer 

safe. They open up the safe, secure path that leads to happiness, and close off the wrong path. They 

get rid of the decoys so that, in due course, that herd of deer would grow, increase, and mature. 

I’ve made up this simile to make a point. And this is what it means. ‘An expanse of low-lying 

marshes’ is a term for sensual pleasures. ‘A large herd of deer’ is a term for sentient beings. ‘A 

person who wants to harm, injure, and threaten them’ is a term for Māra the Wicked. ‘The wrong 

path’ is a term for the wrong eightfold path, that is, wrong view, wrong thought, wrong speech, 

wrong action, wrong livelihood, wrong effort, wrong mindfulness, and wrong immersion. ‘A 

domesticated male deer’ is a term for greed and relishing. ‘A domesticated female deer’ is a term for 

ignorance. ‘A person who wants to help keep the herd of deer safe’ is a term for the Realized One, 

the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha. ‘The safe, secure path that leads to happiness’ is a 

term for the noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 

livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, and right immersion. 

So, mendicants, I have opened up the safe, secure path to happiness and closed off the wrong path. 

And I have got rid of the male and female decoys. 
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Out of compassion, I’ve done what a teacher should do who wants what’s best for their 

disciples. Here are these roots of trees, and here are these empty huts. Practice absorption, 

mendicants! Don’t be negligent! Don’t regret it later! This is my instruction to you.” 

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the mendicants were happy with what the Buddha said. 

 

AN 5.162: Getting Rid of Resentment 

There Venerable Sāriputta addressed the mendicants: “Reverends, mendicants!” 

“Reverend,” they replied. Sāriputta said this: 

“Reverends, a mendicant should use these five methods to completely get rid of resentment when it 

has arisen toward anyone. What five? 

In the case of a person whose behavior by way of body is impure, but whose behavior by way of 

speech is pure, you should get rid of resentment for that kind of person. 

In the case of a person whose behavior by way of speech is impure, but whose behavior by way of 

body is pure, … 

In the case of a person whose behavior by way of body and speech is impure, but who gets an 

openness and clarity of heart from time to time, … 

In the case of a person whose behavior by way of body and speech is impure, and who doesn’t get 

an openness and clarity of heart from time to time, … 

In the case of a person whose behavior by way of body and speech is pure, and who gets an 

openness and clarity of heart from time to time, you should get rid of resentment for that kind of 

person. 

How should you get rid of resentment for a person whose behavior by way of body is impure, but 

whose behavior by way of speech is pure? Suppose a mendicant wearing rag robes sees a rag by the 

side of the road. They’d hold it down with the left foot, spread it out with the right foot, tear out 

what was intact, and take it away with them. In the same way, at that time you should ignore that 

person’s impure behavior by way of body and focus on their pure behavior by way of speech. That’s 

how to get rid of resentment for that person. 

How should you get rid of resentment for a person whose behavior by way of speech is impure, but 

whose behavior by way of body is pure? Suppose there was a lotus pond covered with moss and 

aquatic plants. Then along comes a person struggling in the oppressive heat, weary, thirsty, and 

parched. They’d plunge into the lotus pond, sweep apart the moss and aquatic plants, drink from 

their cupped hands, and be on their way. In the same way, at that time you should ignore that 

person’s impure behavior by way of speech and focus on their pure behavior by way of body. That’s 

how to get rid of resentment for that person. 

How should you get rid of resentment for a person whose behavior by way of body and speech is 

impure, but who gets an openness and clarity of heart from time to time? Suppose there was a little 

water in a cow’s hoofprint. Then along comes a person struggling in the oppressive heat, weary, 

thirsty, and parched. They might think: ‘This little bit of water is in a cow’s hoofprint. If I drink it with 

my cupped hands or a bowl, I’ll stir it and disturb it, making it undrinkable. Why don’t I get down on 

all fours and drink it up like a cow, then be on my way?’ So that’s what they do. In the same way, at 
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that time you should ignore that person’s impure behavior by way of speech and body, and focus on 

the fact that they get an openness and clarity of heart from time to time. That’s how to get rid of 

resentment for that person. 

How should you get rid of resentment for a person whose behavior by way of body and speech is 

impure, and who doesn’t get an openness and clarity of heart from time to time? Suppose a person 

was traveling along a road, and they were sick, suffering, gravely ill. And it was a long way to a 

village, whether ahead or behind. And they didn’t have any suitable food or medicine, or a 

competent carer, or someone to bring them within a village. Then another person traveling along 

the road sees them, and thinks of them with nothing but compassion, kindness, and sympathy: ‘Oh, 

may this person get suitable food or medicine, or a competent carer, or someone to bring them 

within a village. Why is that? So that they don’t come to ruin right here.’ In the same way, at that 

time you should ignore that person’s impure behavior by way of speech and body, and the fact that 

they don’t get an openness and clarity of heart from time to time, and think of them with nothing 

but compassion, kindness, and sympathy: ‘Oh, may this person give up bad conduct by way of body, 

speech, and mind, and develop good conduct by way of body, speech, and mind. Why is that? So 

that, when their body breaks up, after death, they’re not reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the 

underworld, hell.’ That’s how to get rid of resentment for that person. 

How should you get rid of resentment for a person whose behavior by way of body and speech is 

pure, and who gets an openness and clarity of heart from time to time? Suppose there was a lotus 

pond with clear, sweet, cool water, clean, with smooth banks, delightful, and shaded by many 

trees. Then along comes a person struggling in the oppressive heat, weary, thirsty, and 

parched. They’d plunge into the lotus pond to bathe and drink. And after emerging they’d sit or lie 

down right there in the shade of the trees. 

In the same way, at that time you should focus on that person’s pure behavior by way of body and 

speech, and on the fact that they get an openness and clarity of heart from time to time. That’s how 

to get rid of resentment for that person. Relying on a person who is impressive all around, the mind 

becomes confident. 

A mendicant should use these five methods to completely get rid of resentment when it has arisen 

toward anyone.” 

 

Snp 4.11: Quarrels and Disputes 

“Where do quarrels and disputes come from? 

And lamentation and sorrow, and stinginess? 

What of conceit and arrogance, and slander too— 

tell me please, where do they come from?” 

“Quarrels and disputes come from what we hold dear, 

as do lamentation and sorrow, stinginess, 

conceit and arrogance. 

Quarrels and disputes are linked to stinginess, 

and when disputes have arisen there is slander.” 

“So where do what we hold dear in the world spring from? 

And the lusts that are loose in the world? [greed] 
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Where spring the hopes and aims [from where come the hopes and aims] 

a man has for the next life?” 

“What we hold dear in the world spring from desire, 

as do the lusts that are loose in the world. [greed] 

From there spring the hopes and aims 

a man has for the next life.” 

“So where does desire in the world spring from? 

And judgments, too, where do they come from? 

And anger, lies, and doubt, 

and other things spoken of by the Ascetic?” 

“What they call pleasure and pain in the world— [what they call pleasant and unpleasant] 

based on that, desire comes about. 

Seeing the appearance and disappearance of forms, [existence and non-existence] 

a person forms judgments in the world. 

Anger, lies, and doubt— 

these things are, too, when that pair is present. 

One who has doubts should train in the path of knowledge; 

it is from knowledge that the Ascetic speaks of these things.” 

“Where do pleasure and pain spring from? [pleasant and unpleasant] 

When what is absent do these things not occur? 

And also, on the topic of appearance and disappearance— 

tell me where they spring from.” 

“Pleasure and pain spring from contact; [pleasant and unpleasant] 

when contact is absent they do not occur. 

And on the topic of appearance and disappearance— 

I tell you they spring from there.” 

“So where does contact in the world spring from? 

And possessions, too, where do they come from? 

When what is absent is there no possessiveness? 

When what disappears do contacts not strike?” 

“Name and form cause contact; 

possessions spring from wishing; 

when wishing is absent there is no possessiveness; 

when form disappears, contacts don’t strike.” 

“How to proceed so that form disappears? 

And how do happiness and suffering disappear? 

Tell me how they disappear; 

I think we ought to know these things.” 

“Without normal perception or distorted perception; 

not lacking perception, nor perceiving what has disappeared. 

That’s how to proceed so that form disappears: 

for concepts of identity due to proliferation spring from perception.” 
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“Whatever I asked you have explained to me. 

I ask you once more, please tell me this: 

Do some astute folk here say that this is the extent 

of purification of the spirit? 

Or do they say it is something else?” 

“Some astute folk do say that this is the highest extent 

of purification of the spirit. 

But some of them, claiming to be experts, 

speak of a time when nothing remains. 

Knowing that these states are dependent, 

and knowing what they depend on, the inquiring sage, 

having understood, is freed, and does not dispute. 

The wise do not go on into life after life.” 

 

SN 22.23: It’s Not Yours 

At Sāvatthī. 

“Mendicants, give up what’s not yours. Giving it up will be for your welfare and happiness. And what 

isn’t yours? Form isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for your welfare and happiness. 

Feeling … 

Perception … 

Choices … 

Consciousness isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for your welfare and happiness. 

Suppose a person was to carry off the grass, sticks, branches, and leaves in this Jeta’s Grove, or burn 

them, or do what they want with them. Would you think: ‘This person is carrying us off, burning us, 

or doing what they want with us?’” 

“No, sir. Why is that? Because that’s neither self nor belonging to self.” 

“In the same way, mendicants, form isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for your welfare and 

happiness. 

Feeling … 

Perception … 

Choices … 

Consciousness isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for your welfare and happiness.” 
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SN 22.22: The Burden 

At Sāvatthī. 

“Mendicants, I will teach you the burden, the bearer of the burden, the picking up of the burden, 

and the putting down of the burden. Listen … 

And what is the burden? The five grasping aggregates, it should be said. What five? The grasping 

aggregates of form, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. This is called the burden. 

And who is the bearer of the burden? The person, it should be said; the venerable of such and such 

name and clan. This is called the bearer of the burden. 

And what is the picking up of the burden? It’s the craving that leads to future lives, mixed up with 

relishing and greed, taking pleasure in various different realms. That is, craving for sensual pleasures, 

craving to continue existence, and craving to end existence. This is called the picking up of the 

burden. 

And what is the putting down of the burden? It’s the fading away and cessation of that very same 

craving with nothing left over; giving it away, letting it go, releasing it, and not adhering to it. This is 

called the putting down of the burden.” 

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say: 

“The five aggregates are indeed burdens, 

and the person is the bearer of the burden. 

Picking up the burden is suffering in the world, 

and putting the burden down is happiness. 

When the heavy burden is put down 

without picking up another, 

and having plucked out craving, root and all, 

you’re hungerless, extinguished.” 

 

SN 22.59: The Characteristic of Not-Self 

At one time the Buddha was staying near Benares, in the deer park at Isipatana. There the Buddha 

addressed the group of five mendicants: 

“Mendicants!” 

“Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this: 

“Mendicants, form is not-self. For if form were self, it wouldn’t lead to affliction. And you could 

compel form: ‘May my form be like this! May it not be like that!’ But because form is not-self, it 

leads to affliction. And you can’t compel form: ‘May my form be like this! May it not be like that!’ 

Feeling is not-self … 

Perception is not-self … 

Choices are not-self … 
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Consciousness is not-self. For if consciousness were self, it wouldn’t lead to affliction. And you could 

compel consciousness: ‘May my consciousness be like this! May it not be like that!’ But because 

consciousness is not-self, it leads to affliction. And you can’t compel consciousness: ‘May my 

consciousness be like this! May it not be like that!’ 

What do you think, mendicants? Is form permanent or impermanent?” 

“Impermanent, sir.” 

“But if it’s impermanent, is it suffering or happiness?” 

“Suffering, sir.” 

“But if it’s impermanent, suffering, and perishable, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is mine, I am 

this, this is my self’?” 

“No, sir.” 

“Is feeling permanent or impermanent?” … 

“Is perception permanent or impermanent?” … 

“Are choices permanent or impermanent?” … 

“Is consciousness permanent or impermanent?” 

“Impermanent, sir.” 

“But if it’s impermanent, is it suffering or happiness?” 

“Suffering, sir.” 

“But if it’s impermanent, suffering, and perishable, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is mine, I am 

this, this is my self’?” 

“No, sir.” 

“So you should truly see any kind of form at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse 

or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all form—with right understanding: ‘This is not mine, I am 

not this, this is not my self.’ 

Any kind of feeling at all … 

Any kind of perception at all … 

Any kind of choices at all … 

You should truly see any kind of consciousness at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; 

coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all consciousness—with right understanding: ‘This is 

not mine, I am not this, this is not my self.’ 

Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with form, feeling, perception, choices, and 

consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. When 

they’re freed, they know they’re freed. 

They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been completed, what had to be done 

has been done, there is no return to any state of existence.’” 
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That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the group of five mendicants were happy with what the 

Buddha said. And while this discourse was being spoken, the minds of the group of five mendicants 

were freed from defilements by not grasping. 

 

SN 22.95: A Lump of Foam 

At one time the Buddha was staying near Ayojjhā on the bank of the Ganges river. There the Buddha 

addressed the mendicants: 

“Mendicants, suppose this Ganges river was carrying along a big lump of foam. And a person with 

good eyesight would see it and contemplate it, examining it carefully. And it would appear to them 

as completely void, hollow, and insubstantial. For what substance could there be in a lump of foam? 

In the same way, a mendicant sees and contemplates any kind of form at all—past, future, or 

present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; near or far—examining it carefully. 

And it appears to them as completely void, hollow, and insubstantial. For what substance could 

there be in form? 

Suppose it was the time of autumn, when the rain was falling heavily, and a bubble on the water 

forms and pops right away. And a person with good eyesight would see it and contemplate it, 

examining it carefully. And it would appear to them as completely void, hollow, and insubstantial. 

For what substance could there be in a water bubble? 

In the same way, a mendicant sees and contemplates any kind of feeling at all … examining it 

carefully. And it appears to them as completely void, hollow, and insubstantial. For what substance 

could there be in feeling? 

Suppose that in the last month of summer, at noon, a shimmering mirage appears. And a person 

with good eyesight would see it and contemplate it, examining it carefully. And it would appear to 

them as completely void, hollow, and insubstantial. For what substance could there be in a mirage? 

In the same way, a mendicant sees and contemplates any kind of perception at all … examining it 

carefully. And it appears to them as completely void, hollow, and insubstantial. For what substance 

could there be in perception? 

Suppose there was a person in need of heartwood. Wandering in search of heartwood, they’d take a 

sharp axe and enter a forest. There they’d see a big banana tree, straight and young and grown free 

of defects. They’d cut it down at the base, cut off the top, and unroll the coiled sheaths. But they 

wouldn’t even find sapwood, much less heartwood. And a person with good eyesight would see it 

and contemplate it, examining it carefully. And it would appear to them as completely void, hollow, 

and insubstantial. For what substance could there be in a banana tree? 

In the same way, a mendicant sees and contemplates any kind of choices at all … examining them 

carefully. And they appear to them as completely void, hollow, and insubstantial. For what 

substance could there be in choices? 

Suppose a magician or their apprentice was to perform a magic trick at the crossroads. And a person 

with good eyesight would see it and contemplate it, examining it carefully. And it would appear to 

them as completely void, hollow, and insubstantial. For what substance could there be in a magic 

trick? 
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In the same way, a mendicant sees and contemplates any kind of consciousness at all—past, future, 

or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; near or far—examining it 

carefully. And it appears to them as completely void, hollow, and insubstantial. For what substance 

could there be in consciousness? 

Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with form, feeling, perception, choices, and 

consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. When 

they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of 

existence.’” 

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say: 

“Form is like a lump of foam; 

feeling is like a bubble; 

perception seems like a mirage; 

choices like a banana tree; 

and consciousness like a magic trick: 

so taught the Kinsman of the Sun. 

However you contemplate them, 

examining them carefully, 

they’re void and hollow 

when you look at them closely. 

Concerning this body, 

he of vast wisdom has taught 

that when three things are given up, 

you’ll see this form discarded. 

Vitality, warmth, and consciousness: 

when they leave the body, 

it lies there tossed aside, 

food for others, mindless. 

Such is this process, 

this illusion, cooed over by fools. 

It’s said to be a killer, 

for no substance is found here. 

An energetic mendicant 

should examine the aggregates like this, 

with situational awareness and mindfulness 

whether by day or by night. 

They should give up all fetters, 

and make a refuge for themselves. 

They should live as though their head was on fire, 

aspiring to the imperishable state.” 


